Fortinet and Symantec Provide Comprehensive Security for Endpoints and Network Infrastructure

Executive Overview

With the adoption of a digital business model, applications, data, and services must flow faster across an increasingly diverse landscape of users, domains, and devices. As data moves freely between locations—including virtualized networks and public cloud environments—organizations find it increasingly difficult to track and secure their infrastructure. The isolated point security solutions that most organizations have deployed over the past decade are simply not designed to solve today’s cybersecurity challenges. Security administrators need greater visibility and control across their entire end-to-end deployment—including physical, cloud, and virtualized network infrastructure, as well as endpoints. In this regard, the combination of Symantec Endpoint Protection and the Fortinet Security Fabric provides an ideal solution.

Endpoint Devices Expand the Network Attack Surface

Defending highly dynamic and distributed environments requires tightly integrated security and network technologies that share intelligence and collaborate to detect potential issues, isolate threats, and synchronize automated responses in real time across the entire connected infrastructure.

Symantec Endpoint Protection is designed to address today’s threat landscape with a comprehensive approach to endpoint device security. Symantec Endpoint Protection spans the attack chain and provides in-depth defenses. Fortinet provides best-in-class network security through its award-winning FortiGate network security platform and the integrated Fortinet Security Fabric architecture. The Security Fabric allows security components to share intelligence between devices and systems. This integration also enables unified security management as well as automates threat responses that can be synchronized across the organization. This open architecture of connected defenses allows organizations to scale and adapt their security as business demands change while addressing the full spectrum of cyber threats across an ever-expanding attack surface.

A Joint Solution for Shared Endpoint Intelligence

The diagram below illustrates how Symantec and Fortinet work together to provide end-to-end security across endpoints and network infrastructure.

The joint Symantec and Fortinet solution combines Symantec’s endpoint protection with Fortinet’s best-in-class network security and Security Fabric architecture to deliver unparalleled protection. This pairing enables customers to use Symantec Endpoint Protection for advanced endpoint device security while leveraging the Fortinet Security Fabric to gain end-to-end visibility of endpoints and network infrastructure.
Endpoint security compliance rules are defined by security administrators in a FortiGate security profile, which contains the requirements that devices must satisfy prior to accessing the network (such as software/OS version updates and current security patches). Policy enforcement, which is enabled by FortiGate next-generation firewalls (NGFWs) and FortiClient, enables security administrators to ensure that connecting devices comply with all defined criteria, thus limiting risk exposure and reducing organizational attack surface.

In addition, the FortiClient Fabric Agent module feeds FortiGate NGFWs telemetry, profile, and vulnerability data—enabling automatic updates from the endpoints to the Security Fabric. This provides comprehensive visibility across all connected endpoints and network infrastructure.

These actions are complemented by Symantec Endpoint Protection, which blocks viruses, malware, and other threats from infecting endpoint devices. Symantec Endpoint Protection effectively stops advanced threats using advanced machine learning, file reputation analysis, and real-time behavioral monitoring.

Visibility, Control, and Security Across the Network

This partnership combines Symantec’s endpoint protection leadership with Fortinet’s best-in-class network security and Security Fabric integration to deliver unparalleled protection. The joint benefits of Symantec Endpoint Protection and the Fortinet Security Fabric include:

- Providing comprehensive endpoint security with powerful, layered protection that minimizes risk across the network attack surface while preventing a variety of sophisticated threats
- Enforcing consistent compliance policies across the organization
- Delivering end-to-end visibility without compromise across the entire security deployment
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